characterized by their shared membership and discourse. Counterpublics of sexuality and gender, or queer counterpublics, offer an alternative to heteronormativity and an altered discourse of acceptable sexual standards. The contemporary need for queer counterpublics becomes clear through the experiences and longing expressed by SONG members.
SONG creates counterpublic space to combat the exclusion and isolation from the heteronormative public sphere. CampOuts are organized around a policy of open attendance. Typically a call for registration is posted and passed through networks of Southern queers calling for interested people to "join us for a weekend of SONG Kin rest, renewal, fun, and political conversation."
5 It opens up space for minoritarian people, particularly racial, gender, and sexual minorities. This building blockwhat Warner calls stranger sociability-begins the event, but participants do not stay strangers for long. 6 People who gather for a CampOut become part of a space where their queer sensibility creates an immediate sense of belonging. SONG members speak to this belonging and the ways in which it allows for the potential of transformation. From within this space, acting out and practicing alternative modes of gender and sexual identity formation allows participants to envision and create new ways to express themselves and relate to others.
These spaces also offer participants the opportunity to envision a future that is not yet here. This envisioning of a queer utopia is based in a politics of emotion, particularly hope. In Cruising Utopia , Jos é Esteban Mu ñ oz conceptualizes queerness as "essentially about the rejection of a here and now and an insistence on potentiality or concrete possibility for another world." 7 Hope is not only key to Mu ñ oz's argument for the potentiality of queerness but also an emotion at the center of SONG's thinking and political work. For example, one of SONG's community organizing exercises, Studio , asks participants to envision a future not limited to the present and provides an example of how hope plays a key role in the spaces they create. These spaces create literal moments of queer potentiality through queer performativity. They allow participants to not only envision another world, but also live in it temporarily and carry that feeling with them even after an event is over. In this way, SONG's intentional creation of queer space, the Campout, sustains and rejuvenates their work toward a larger queer utopia, not yet present in their everyday lives.
SONG's intentional creation of counterpublics and investment in performativity of queer utopian spaces can be situated within the queer theoretical debate of the antisocial thesis, of which Lee Edelman "makes perhaps the most powerful and controversial recent contribution."
8 In his book No Future, Edelman proposes a turn that queer theory, and perhaps practice, should take toward embracing negativity. Edelman argues that the homosexual is excluded from the social and the Symbolic because homosexual relationships negate the possibility of practicing what he
